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We present a scalable and distributed 3D model editing
and visualisation framework that enables simultaneous
concurrent edits on assets in a manner that supports design
workf ows from creative industries. Such
the basis for subsequent online visualisations within the
current thick-client and emerging thin-client platforms.
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Overview
Architectural and engineering development plans change frequently
and need constant revisions by the key stake holders and project
managers. What is proposed in collaboration with Arup is a novel
framework that allows for very large 3D models to be shared online
whilst still supporting editing and consistency checks.

For a centralised access we create a non-linear concurrent revision
control system of 3D models. Scenes are represented as collections
of polymorphic binary documents alongside their corresponding
histories in a database. Our open source implementation leverages
a NoSQL database MongoDB http://mongodb.org and a 3D Asset
Import Library http://assimp.sourceforge.net. Similarly to existing
version control systems it works independently from editing
software thanks to our 3D Revision Control Viewer (Fig. 2) which
does not require any knowledge of user edits.

In order to visualise the content of the database over the network we
rely on existing thick- and thin-client solutions. If the remote client
is not powerful enough, server side renderers, see Fig. 4, can be used
to deliver the content to the end-user. In the future, the potential
of the cloud rendering could be demonstrated by connecting the
content from the database to OnLive http://onlive.com or another
similar technology which would support various types of low-
end devices or even TV sets. On the other hand, more capable
client machines can benef t from a full visual experience without
the compression artefacts and common latency issues by utilising
virtual world platforms such as realXtend http://realxtend.org or
openwonderland http://openwonderland.org.

Conclusions & next steps
We have presented a novel approach for storage and revision control
of 3D assets in a database. We believe that the unif cation of storage
and control can provide signif cant benef ts over the common
practice today which uses standard versioning systems and asset
tracking. We created a 3D database in MongoDB and addressed
the issues of centrally storing hierarchical scene graphs. On top of
this we created a revision control system that allows branching and
merging.

In the future, the f ow from the designer’s workstation to the
database server can be bypassed by providing a plug-in interface
directly within the 3D modelling software. The main outstanding
research challenges cover concurrent edits of the same meshes and
intention preservation when resolving conf icts as well as automated
model preparation and distributed protocols for online rendering.
Our intention is to build this into a robust tool that can be used by
the community, and thus we make our work open source.

Figure 1 System overview. Multiple 3D modelers
contribute updates to a globally shared design,
revisions of which are stored in a persistent database.

Figure 4 The same model exported into RealityServer for
cloud rendering and displayed in (a) and (b) Opera web browser
with examples of different rendering styles and in (c) HTC
Desire low-end client.
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Figure 3 An example of a non-conf icting edits resolved by automatic merge. Schematic representation (left) shows how purple (global
transformation of roof) and green (roof) documents are in parental relationship which ensures that the merged result will satisfy both edits.
Graphical representation (right) shows individual stages of the 3D geometry.

Figure 2 3D Revision Control Viewer (3D RCViewer) GUI application enables DB inspection,
retrieval and comparison of individual revisions.
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